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Abstract
Population exposure to food and nutrients can be estimated from household food purchases, but store surveys of foods and their composition are more available, less costly and might provide similar information. Our aim was to compare estimates of nutrient exposure from a store survey of packaged food with those from household panel food purchases. A cross-sectional store survey of all packaged foods for sale in two major supermarkets was undertaken in Auckland, New Zealand, between February and May 2012. Longitudinal household food purchase data (November 2011 to October 2012) were obtained from the nationally representative, population-weighted New Zealand Nielsen HomeScan® panel. Data on 8440 packaged food and non-alcoholic beverage products were collected in the store survey. Food purchase data were available for 1229 households and 16812 products. Store survey data alone produced higher estimates of exposure to Na and sugar compared with estimates from household panel food purchases. The estimated mean difference in exposure to Na was 94 (95 % CI 72, 115) mg/100 g (20 % relative difference; P < 0.01), to sugar 1.6 g/100 g (11 %; P < 0.01), to SFA −0.3 g/100 g (6 %; P = 0.3) and to energy −18 (−71, 35) kJ/100 g (2 %; P = 0.51). Compared with household panel food purchases, store survey data provided a reasonable estimate of average population exposure to key nutrients from packaged foods. However, caution should be exercised in using such data to estimate population exposure to Na and sugar and in generalising these findings to other countries, as well as over time.
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Diet plays a key role in the prevention and control of premature mortality from non-communicable diseases (NCD) (1). Excess dietary intake of energy and adverse nutrients including Na, SFA and sugar and low intake of beneficial nutrients such as fibre, protein and fruit and vegetables are key risk factors for obesity and other NCD (2).

In high-income countries, the majority of household food expenditure occurs at supermarkets and convenience stores (3–5), and packaged foods account for most (up to 77 %) of the energy and nutrients purchased (6,7). Therefore, tracking the packaged food supply may offer an opportunity to monitor population diets (8). Reformulation programmes are currently gaining increasing attention globally, especially with respect to Na reduction (9,10), and consumer-friendly food labelling is also becoming more of a focus (11). However, country-specific monitoring is vital to assess the impact of such interventions and policies.

Population diets are usually assessed via national surveys using traditional dietary assessment methods such as food records and 24-h dietary recalls. However, these surveys are typically carried out infrequently, are costly and are prone to bias and measurement error due to reliance on self-reporting (12,13). An alternative approach is to use information on national food purchasing patterns obtained from food balance sheets, household economic surveys, till receipts, store surveys and household food purchasing data (14).

Food balance sheets provide information on the per capita supply of fresh and packaged food items available for consumption in a given country over a given time period. The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (15) collects food balance sheet data for many countries, and these data are an accepted measure of food and nutrient exposure at the country level. Food balance sheet data are useful for assessing trends, but the data are generally aggregated into broad food groups, making them less useful for assessing nutrient exposure from specific food groups. In addition, nutrient composition is generic, and per capita values can be over-inflated because of use of food for feeding livestock (15).

Household economic surveys, till receipts and electronic food purchasing data can also be used to assess trends and only reflect food that is purchased for human consumption.
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Although food purchase data are usually collected at the household rather than the individual level, they are a moderately good proxy for food and nutrient intakes\(^\text{16,17}\). Moreover, the objective nature of food purchase data means that they are less affected by reporting biases\(^\text{18}\). Food purchase data can also be linked with information on the nutrient composition of foods from store surveys, making it possible to assess availability and population exposure to foods and nutrients; such data also provide a way of objectively monitoring population nutrition over time in response to changes in the food supply and nutrition policy. The acceptability of food purchase data for assessing population exposure to foods and nutrients has been illustrated in the USA, where such data were recently used to independently evaluate reformulation commitments by Walmart\(^\text{19}\) and the Healthy Weight Commitment Foundation Pledge (a commitment made by US food companies to reduce the energy content in the food supply)\(^\text{20}\). Further, in New Zealand, store survey and food purchase data have previously been linked and show good agreement with self-reported intake data with regard to food groups contributing most to nutrient exposure\(^\text{21}\).

Nonetheless, a key problem is that food purchase data are costly, and often do not include food composition information; as such, they are difficult to access and use efficiently, especially for government agencies and university researchers. An increasing number of countries are undertaking store surveys of food and nutrient availability, particularly since the formation of the International Network for Food and Obesity/ non-communicable diseases Research, Monitoring and Action Support (INFORMAS)\(^\text{22}\). Store surveys are relatively easy to perform and may be used as a substitute for measuring food availability and exposure to dietary nutrients in the absence of household food purchasing data. However, to the best of our knowledge, there have been no formal statistical comparisons of how store survey data alone compare with household panel food purchases.

Our aim was to compare estimates of average population nutrient exposure from packaged foods based on store survey data alone and household panel food purchase data. The primary objective was to compare the mean Na, SFA, sugar and energy content of the packaged food supply as estimated from store surveys with means from household panel food purchase data. Findings for individual food groups were also evaluated. We hypothesised that exposure estimates based upon store survey data alone would be similar to those estimated from household panel food purchase data.

**Methods**

**Data sources**

**Store survey data.** Since 2011, we have undertaken annual cross-sectional surveys of food availability and nutrient content of the New Zealand food supply and recorded them in the Nutritrack database\(^\text{23}\). Data are collected by trained field-workers who take photographs of the packages of food products on sale in large Auckland supermarkets using a specially developed smartphone application. Supermarkets chosen for data collection represent the biggest retail brands of the two main national supermarket retailers – Foodstuffs (54% grocery market share) and Progressive Enterprises (38% market share)\(^\text{24}\), and specific stores are selected based on size and to provide the largest product range possible. Data from photographs are transcribed into a bespoke online searchable database. Products are classified into sixteen food groups used by INFORMAS\(^\text{25}\). The 2012 Nutritrack database was used for this analysis; data were collected from two large stores between February and May (from 2013 onwards, Nutritrack data were collected from four large Auckland stores). Christmas shelf-stable products, infant formula, baby foods and sports supplements were excluded because these products were not considered major contributors to dietary intakes\(^\text{26}\). The following were also excluded because it is not mandatory in New Zealand for these products to display a Nutrition Information Panel: alcohol, fresh meat and poultry, freshly prepared meals and snacks, fresh fruit and vegetables, plain tea and coffee, and herbs and spices (including salt)\(^\text{27}\). The final data set comprised 8440 unique packaged foods and non-alcoholic beverages.

**Household food purchasing data.** As this analysis involved use of secondary data, ethics approval was not required; 12 months of electronic household food purchasing data for the year to October 2012 were obtained from the New Zealand Nielsen Homescan\(^\text{®}\) panel – a nationally representative consumer panel of approximately 2500 households whose members scan all grocery items brought into the home for consumption. Households in the Homescan\(^\text{®}\) panel are recruited to match the New Zealand population in terms of region, life stage group and household size and are weighted by these factors using the most recent New Zealand Census (2006)\(^\text{28}\). Only households that had completed large weekly shops and had been in the panel for 6 months or longer (1229 projected to the New Zealand population of 1.2 million households\(^\text{29}\)) were included. Nielsen Homescan\(^\text{®}\) data do not include nutrient information. The initial data set included 27,347 unique food and beverage products with 1,230,311,000 units sold for the value of NZ$4,359,659,000.

To prepare household food purchasing data for analysis, food categories that were excluded from the store survey data (above) were also removed from the Homescan\(^\text{®}\) food purchasing data set. In total, 484 products were removed because they could not be matched with relevant nutrient data. Products were then ranked by purchase volumes and the bottom 5% of sales was removed for feasibility purposes. The final data set included 16,812 unique food and beverage products with 1,153,109,000 total units sold for the value of NZ$738,229,000 (85% of sales from the initial data set).

**Categorisation of food products**

Products from the store survey and Homescan\(^\text{®}\) food purchasing data sets were assigned a food group using the INFORMAS and Global Food Monitoring Group categorisation system (including sixteen food groups at the highest level)\(^\text{25}\).
Matching food purchases with store surveys

Nutrient composition information for each purchased food and beverage product in the Homescan® household food purchasing data was obtained by matching with a corresponding product from the store survey data. Matching was undertaken using barcode in the first instance. Where products could not be matched, approximate string matching (finding patterns in the data using product and brand name and package size) was undertaken using Oracle database software. Finally, products in the Homescan® data set that could not be directly matched with a product from the store survey were allocated the average (mean) nutrient profile of their allocated food category. Of the 16,812 unique packaged food and beverage products in the final data set, 7,707 had brand-specific food composition data and the remaining 9,105 had the mean nutrient profile of their food category.

Outcomes

The primary outcome of interest was the mean estimates of Na, SFA, sugar and energy in packaged foods and beverages, which were compared between the store survey data and the household panel food purchase data.

Statistical analysis

Store survey data were weighted by sales from the household food purchasing data. The weighted estimates were calculated by multiplying the nutrient content for each unique food product by the number of units purchased, summing the resulting values for all foods and then dividing the sum by the total units purchased. Average values of Na, SFA, sugar and energy were estimated by summing the nutrient data across all items in each database and dividing by the number of items.

Paired t tests were used to determine whether there were significant differences between the estimates obtained from the store survey data alone and the household panel food purchase data. Parametric tests were deemed appropriate for our analysis assuming the central limit theorem, which suggests we should apply the normal-distribution theory for means from large sample sizes even when the original distribution is not normal. Statistical tests were two-sided at the 5% significance level. As both absolute and relative (%) differences in means were deemed important, both metrics were plotted alongside one another on bar graphs to provide a visual comparison of estimates from store survey data vs. from household panel food purchasing data.

Data were maintained and processed in Microsoft Excel 2010. Statistical analyses were carried out using IBM SPSS Statistics (version 21.0).

Results

Estimated population exposure to sodium

The mean Na content of packaged food and non-alcoholic beverage products derived from the store survey in 2012 was 465 mg/100 g (online Supplementary Table S1). The corresponding mean value estimated by weighting store survey data using household food purchase data was 371 mg/100 g. The absolute differences between these estimates are shown in Fig. 1.
mean difference was 94 (95% CI 72, 115) mg/100 g such that the store survey data resulted in a 20% higher estimate ($P < 0.01$).

Compared with the estimates from household food purchases, four food groups had significantly different estimates of exposure using store survey data alone: dairy products, edible oils and emulsions, non-fresh fruit and vegetables, and sugars, honey and related products (all $P < 0.01$). The absolute mean difference ranged from $-271$ (95% CI $-435, -107$) mg/100 g for edible oils and emulsions to 350 (95% CI 289, 411) mg/100 g for non-fresh fruit and vegetables. Relative differences were particularly large for non-fresh fruit and vegetables, edible oils and emulsions, and dairy products (Fig. 1).

### Estimated population exposure to SFA

The mean estimate of SFA from store survey data alone and that from household food purchase data was 4.8 and 5.1 g/100 g, respectively (online Supplementary Table S2). There was no detectable difference in means (mean difference $=-0.3$ (95% CI $-0.8, 0.3$) g/100 g; $P=0.3$).

Compared with the estimates from household food purchases, four food groups had significantly different estimates of exposure using store survey data alone: bread and bakery products, dairy products, snack foods, and sugars, honey and related products (all $P<0.01$). The absolute mean difference ranged from $-2.7$ (95% CI $-4.7, -0.7$) g/100 g for snack foods to $2.7$ (95% CI $1.8, 3.5$) g/100 g for dairy products. No food groups had significant absolute and particularly large relative mean differences (Fig. 2).

### Estimated population exposure to sugar

The mean estimate of sugar from store survey data alone and that from household food purchase data was 15.2 and 13.5 g/100 g, respectively (online Supplementary Table S3). The absolute difference in means was 1.6 (95% CI 0.8, 2.5) g/100 g such that the store survey data resulted in an 11% higher estimate of exposure ($P<0.01$).

Compared with the estimates from household food purchases, six food groups had significantly different estimates of exposure using store survey data alone: bread and bakery products, dairy products, edible oils and emulsions, non-fresh fruit and vegetables, sugars, honey and related products, and snack foods (all $P<0.01$). The absolute mean difference ranged from $-0.5$ (95% CI $-0.7, -0.2$) g/100 g for edible oils and emulsions to 5.3 (95% CI 3.7, 7.0) g/100 g for bread and bakery products. The only food group with a particularly large relative mean difference was bread and bakery products (Fig. 3).

### Estimated population exposure to energy

The mean estimate of energy from store survey alone and household food purchase data was 1081 and 1099 kJ/100 g, respectively (online Supplementary Table S4). There was no difference in means: mean difference $= -18$ (95% CI $-71, 35$) kJ/100 g.
Compared with the estimates from household food purchases, four food groups had significantly different estimates using store survey data alone: bread and bakery products, convenience foods, dairy products, and non-fresh fruit and vegetables (all $P < 0.05$). The absolute mean difference ranged from 59 (95% CI 5, 114) kJ/100 g for convenience foods to 262 (95% CI 200, 324) kJ/100 g for dairy products. Relative differences were particularly large for convenience foods, dairy products, and non-fresh fruit and vegetables (Fig. 4).

**Discussion**

We found that cross-sectional store survey data may be a useful tool for estimating population exposure to dietary SFA and energy in the absence of household food purchase data. However, caution should be applied when using store survey data alone in estimating exposure to Na and sugar, because the results for these nutrients were significantly different between the two methods. This appeared to result from specific food groups being highly discrepant: bread and bakery products, dairy products, edible oils and emulsions, and non-fresh fruit and vegetables.

There are several strengths to these analyses, including that store survey data were collected using a systematic, robust method from all packaged food and beverage products on sale at two large stores representing the major supermarket chains in New Zealand. As such, these data are likely to represent the majority of packaged food and beverage products purchased by New Zealand households. Household panel food purchase data were based on a large combined data set of >17 000 packaged food and beverage products, and the data were representative of the New Zealand population. Nonetheless, including more stores in our survey would have increased the matching rate between Nutritrack (store survey) and food purchasing data. Furthermore, our analyses omitted fresh foods as well as foods and beverages consumed away from home. Fresh foods are estimated to account for approximately 10% of the supermarket food supply by product number(16) and 25% by sales(3); their exclusion may have resulted in an overestimate of exposure to Na, sugar and energy-density values by both our measurement methods, because these nutrients are not generally as concentrated in fresh foods as in packaged foods(31). However, inclusion of fresh meats (in the absence of fresh fruit and vegetables) may have increased the estimate of exposure to SFA, because fresh meat is a major contributor to SFA intakes in New Zealand(32). Foods and beverages consumed away from home are estimated to account for approximately one-quarter of all foods and beverages consumed by New Zealand households by expenditure(3). As restaurant and takeaway foods and beverages are often high in Na, SFA, sugar and energy(33), exclusion of these products may have underestimated exposure for all nutrients. Nonetheless, store survey data and household food purchase data may be useful tools for

![Fig. 3. Absolute and relative mean differences in exposure to sugar using New Zealand store survey and food purchasing data (2011/2012).](https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms).
measuring exposure to packaged foods and nutrients over time, especially if their contribution to population diets remains constant. Finally, table salt was omitted from the current analyses – inclusion would have increased estimated population exposure to Na.

Nielsen HomeScan data account for 75% of food sales in New Zealand by expenditure (Nielsen Company, personal communication), and a number of food categories were excluded from our analyses, such as, alcohol, plain tea and coffee, herbs and spices, and special purpose foods not displaying nutrition information on their package, 484 products that could not be matched with nutrient data, and the bottom 5% of sales. Nonetheless, given the representative nature of the HomeScan panel and the fact that the present analysis was based on means, it is unlikely that the 25% of missing sales would substantially change the present findings. Further, the food categories excluded from the analyses would be unlikely to contribute substantially to annual nutrient and energy purchases. Finally, the food purchasing data used in these analyses were for 1 year and further work needs to be carried out to see whether they hold true over time.

A 2007 systematic review assessing the feasibility and availability of store sales data supported their use for monitoring population food and nutrient intakes as an adjunct to traditional dietary assessment methods(14). More recently, food purchasing data either in electronic format or from supermarket till receipts have been used to monitor population exposure to Na in the UK, USA and New Zealand food supplies(21,34,35), to assess the impact of the UK Na reduction strategy(36), to calculate the energy density of the Scottish diet and monitor progress towards dietary targets(37,38), and to determine the outcomes of supermarket-based intervention studies(39–42). However, none of these studies has specifically evaluated the relative utility of cross-sectional store survey versus longitudinal food sales data to monitor population diets.

If one examines the difference in the Na density estimated from store survey and weighted household food purchase data in New Zealand with the UK(34), the food groups illustrating the largest differences between store surveys and food purchases are quite different (no overall comparison was provided in the UK study). In our present analyses, we identified non-fresh fruit and vegetables, sugar, honey and related products (including dessert toppings, sweeteners and syrups), dairy products, and edible oils and emulsions (butter, margarine and oils) as having the largest relative differences between store surveys and food purchases (percentage difference in means, 52, 48, 34 and −221%, respectively). In contrast, when we undertook a simple analysis using UK-provided data to calculate relative differences in means between store survey and household food purchase data, dairy products (191% difference), bread and bakery products (26%), cereal and cereal products (16%), and processed meat (15%) had the largest relative differences between estimates. These disparities likely reflect different availability of products and food purchasing patterns between countries. The UK Na reduction strategy may have also played a part.36 Similarly, if one examines the energy density from food purchasing data between New Zealand and Scotland(37), a

\[
\text{Fig. 4. Absolute and relative mean differences in exposure to energy using New Zealand store survey and food purchasing data (2011/2012).} \quad \text{, Significance testing only on absolute mean differences (P<0.05).} \quad \text{, Absolute difference (survey-weighted, kJ/100g).} \quad \text{, relative difference (survey-weighted, %).}
\]
large difference is observed (1099 vs. 718 kJ/100 g, respectively). However, the Scottish study incorporated fresh foods, which if included in the current analysis would have reduced the energy density for New Zealand food purchases. Indeed, the energy density of packaged and fresh food purchases made by supermarket shoppers in the 3-month baseline phase of a large (n 1104) New Zealand trial was 730 kJ/100 g(39). Regardless, in both countries, the energy density of the food supply is higher than that recommended for health by the World Cancer Research Fund (525 kJ/100 g excluding drinks)(43).

Conclusion
In conclusion, compared with household food purchasing data, store survey data from packaged foods may provide a reasonable approximation of exposure to dietary SFA and energy. Similar analyses from other countries are needed to determine whether the present findings remain constant across countries, as well as over time. Addition of fresh foods and foods and beverages consumed away from the home would also help provide a more complete picture of population nutrient exposures. In the meantime, caution should be applied in using store survey data to estimate population exposure to Na and sugar or for purposes other than measurement/monitoring, for example, for consumer education, a focus on foods rather than nutrients is also likely to be most useful(44,45).
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